
To the Promotion Committee:
 
This is a letter of recommendation for Seth Panitch.
 
Mr. Panitch was my teacher, director, and University Fellows mentor for four full years of
undergrad, and my experiences with him proved that nothing is more important to him
than inspiring his students and instilling in them a deep understanding of their discipline
and an appreciation for their education. The time I spent with him in classes and in
rehearsal made me a better actor, challenged me as a student, helped define my career
aspirations, and continues to provide opportunities that not only expand my artistic
sensibilities, but my personal and professional horizons as well.
 
Seth Panitch makes it clear to his students that he expects nothing less than
professionalism from them: that they leave their personal baggage at the door and commit
to class with a constructive attitude towards their own work and the work of their
classmates. He creates a supportive but challenging environment where I always felt
comfortable working openly and honestly with my fellow actors—my own sense of
proper professional conduct has grown enormously from watching his interactions with
his students. His positive and insightful classroom critiques have consistently helped me
identify areas where I need improvement without ever making me feel as though my
work were being disparaged in any way. He tailors classroom exercises and
improvisations directly to his students—exercises that have led me to breakthroughs both
in the classroom and while preparing for work on the stage. In his office, Mr. Panitch is
intensely candid and attentive. While I was still one of his students, Mr. Panitch lavished
time on me—time he most likely couldn’t spare—to help locate a monologue for an
important audition, and often spent personal time reading and critiquing my playwriting.
This is indicative of a wider trend: theatre majors go into Seth Panitch’s classes without
any interest in writing, and by the end of the semester, they list dramatic writing as one of
their career goals. He makes sure his students know that writing skills create
opportunities. He’s right: with help from Seth Panitch, two of my writing projects were
produced at the University my last semester at school. His passion for his art is
infectious; his respect for his students inspires their respect for him.
 
Also in my final semester, I had the pleasure of working on Mr. Panitch’s production of
Moby-Dick. The rehearsal process for this show was reminiscent of his classroom—
actors were compelled to explore the boundaries of the sometimes-frightening world
created on the stage, and they felt comfortable doing so. More importantly, as a director,
Mr. Panitch exhibited the ability to simultaneously assess the “big picture” on the stage
and address questions and concerns from individual actors. The same has held true in
every Panitch production I have been a part of, no matter the size of my role. The end
product always speaks for itself—shows of his I’ve had the pleasure of observing from
the audience, such as Saint Joan and The Heiress, have been true works of art: telling
compelling tales because they sound the depths of his actors’ souls. In my opinion, my
classmates’ strongest work has been onstage during a “Seth show.” This past year, I saw
my former classmates perform pitch-perfect farce in Animal Crackers under Seth’s
direction. The show was not only a pleasure to watch, but it perfectly tested and
expanded our training in comedy and stage physicality.
 
His professional connections afforded the department both a guest director and a guest
actor, both unionized professionals themselves, in my last two years. These professionals
were valuable resources in and of themselves, and it was Seth Panitch who brought them
to us. His work with the UA Cuba Initiative has likewise proved a breeding ground for
mind-blowing artistic and cultural opportunities. I was lucky enough to have been a part
of both projects involving guest artists and the first Cuban-American theatrical



of both projects involving guest artists and the first Cuban-American theatrical
production on American soil since the embargo.
 
In recent months, he has taken time to critique my spec scripts for film festival
submissions and to prepare me to pitch pilots. Perhaps most importantly, he has given me
my first writing “job” in preparation for a current round of graduate school applications.
Because I expressed the need for structure and the experience of having set hours in
which to work, Mr. Panitch suggested I assiduously stick to a daily writing schedule—
and he once again offered his free time to essentially be my “supervisor” to keep me
motivated and on-target. Between his heaps of other responsibilities, from Monday to
Friday every week this school year, I have “clocked in” (and out) with Seth Panitch, who
has without fail twice-daily responded with supportive acknowledgments of periodic
achievements and continued dedication. This experience has proved an invaluable
stimulus for the career I would like to enter into—and has supported something I already
believed about Seth: improving my skillset and providing me with opportunities to get
professional credits and professional connections in undergrad wasn’t enough—he
will not rest until his students shine as much after graduation as they did in his
classroom.
 
Seth Panitch is the greatest teacher I’ve had. His dedication, passion, and insight—and
his ability to craft life-changing, career-building experiences both in- and outside of the
classroom—make him worth every award, distinction, and honor I can imagine.
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